Lockdown® Puck™ Wins ‘Guns & Ammo’ Gun Tech of the Year Award
November 20, 2020
‘Guns & Ammo’ Magazine Has Declared the Puck™ a Winner
COLUMBIA, Mo., November 18, 2020 -- Lockdown® is thrilled to announce that the new state-of-the-art Puck™ product has been chosen by ‘Guns &
Ammo’ magazine as an award winner. The Puck™ has been declared “2020 Gun Tech of the Year” by the renowned magazine, whose award team
initially received the product and tested it for themselves on their gun safes. Upon realizing how versatile the device was, the magazine’s staff used the
product on everything from safes to doors and quickly deemed the smart device a winner.
Editors, contributors, and staff from ‘Guns & Ammo’ magazine come together annually to evaluate and discuss what new and innovative products in
the firearms industry are the best of the best. To win, the product must be new and available for purchase in 2020, demonstrate quality and reliability to
a degree that met or exceeded its design objective, and finally, offer the greatest appeal to the largest audience. The selection process is rigorous,
unbiased, and does not involve sales representatives or manufacturers.
Gun Tech of the Year - The Puck™

Pairs with free Logic™ app to arm, disarm, and monitor humidity of any safe, door, cabinet, etc. with customizable
notifications. Know your firearms are safe and secure from anywhere in the world.
Operates using either a power cord or four AA batteries as a backup power source so even if you lose power you are still
able to protect and access your firearms.
Mounts quickly and easily with included mounting screw and bracket, integrated magnet, or gravity itself.
Built-in Wi-Fi capability for easy app pairing and monitoring.
Automatically reduces humidity to safe levels and continues to monitor humidity levels using the Logic™ app.
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